Don’t just take our word for it . . .
Here’s what other Hotel/B&B owners say about us.

We are rated Excellent on

Potters Moorings Hotel, Teignmouth

Hammonds Park Hotel, Tenby

Cedar Manor Hotel, Lake District

Old Drift House, Ipswich

Cheriton Bed & Breakfast, Cornwall

Holmlea B&B/Guest House, Windermere

The Courthouse Guest House, North Wales

Warwick Guest House, Cornwall

Keigwin House Guest House, Penzance

Killerby Old Hall, Scarborough

“Great, friendly and professional service. Did exactly what
they said they would do and saved us thousands in tax by
carrying out a capital review of our business property. We
would highly recommend them.”

“Great advice provided and a successful result with HMRC in
reducing our taxation over the coming years. To be honest,
I didn’t fully understand it and passed them over to my
accountant, who understood immediately and approved
their consultancy. The process was straightforward and
they achieved the desired result. I am impressed with the
service provided and my accountants have been given
clear instructions on how to allocate the tax allowances. ”

“We can’t thank you enough for guiding us through the
Capital Allowances reclaim process so efficiently and
professionally! Without exception everyone has been so
helpful and friendly. The entire process was so easy and
quick and we have received a large sum of money which
we simply would not have know we could reclaim!”

“We were initially sceptical (as we are with any company
which offers something for nothing), but what a nice
surprise! They were true to their claim, brilliant to deal
with, efficient, and saved us £’000’s in tax.”

“I was sceptical at first because I had never heard of
‘Embedded Tax Allowances’. After it was all explained to me
(and after checking with my accountant), I was happy to
go ahead. The process was extremely simple. They claimed
a large sum of allowances on our behalf and proved me
wrong in the process. I totally recommend having a chat
with them, you have nothing to lose and a lot to gain!”

Connect with us for more happy client reviews:
hello@gozeal.co.uk
www.gozeal.co.uk

“I was hesitant at first, usually if something sounds too
good to be true it is but not these guys. Hassle free and
got us significant amount of money which otherwise we
would never have got.”

“We were naturally sceptical when we first heard about
making a Capital Allowance claim, but a quick check with
our accountant reassured us and we went ahead. They
handled everything from start to finish in a matter of
weeks and we received payment from HMRC as promised.
They did just what it said on the tin. Don’t hesitate and
let them handle your claim. Very glad we decided to go
ahead. Highly recommended.”

“The whole process has been very clear, consistent and
concise. The communication has been excellent. Dealing
with them felt like dealing with a family business; I wasn’t
passed between multiple people in a call centre. They
completely delivered and have saved me thousands in
current and future tax payments.”

“Excellent service, excellent result! I can recommend HJR
Tax without hesitation. My accountant checked it over and
gave me the ‘go ahead’. The process was very simple and
quick with a nice tax rebate - what’s not to like!”

“When first contacted, I was sceptical that they could do
what they said, however with nothing to lose they visited
to survey the property. Best decision I have made in many
years! They identified a very large amount of tax credits (all
that our accountants had missed) and got us thousands
of pounds in refunds. They are worth every penny of the
fee (which comes out of the refund).”
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